
 

 

UNITED KINGDOM INTERNAL MARKET BILL 

Consideration of Lords Amendments 

Monday 7 December 2020 

Grouping of Lords Amendments by Secretary Alok Sharma and selection of motions 

relating to Lords Amendments by the Speaker  

Lords Amendments 48, 49 and 50 engage financial privilege 

Common frameworks process, non-discrimination principle, exclusions from market 

access principles, discrimination in the regulation of services, duty to review powers, 

professional qualifications, Competition and Markets Authority, Northern Ireland 

Protocol, financial assistance powers, harmful subsidies, final provisions 

Govt motion to disagree LA1 + LA2 to LA7 + Govt motion to disagree LA8 

+ Govt motion to disagree LA9 + Govt motion to disagree LA10 

+ Govt motion to disagree LA11 + Govt motion to disagree LA12 

+ Govt motion to disagree LA13 + Govt motion to disagree LA14  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA15 + Govt motion to disagree LA16  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA17 + Govt motion to disagree LA18  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA19 + LA20 to LA29 + Govt motion to disagree LA30  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA31 + Govt motion to disagree LA32  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA33 + Govt motion to disagree LA34  

+ LA35 to LA41 + Govt motion to disagree LA42  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA43 + Govt(a) + Govt(b) to words so restored to the Bill                                                                                                                                                                                                        

+ Govt motion to disagree LA44 + Govt motion to disagree LA45  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA46 + Govt motion to disagree LA47  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA48 + Govt motion to disagree LA49 + LA50* 

+ Govt motion to disagree LA51 + Govt motion to disagree LA52  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA53 + Govt motion to disagree LA54  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA55 + Govt motion to disagree LA56  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA57 + LA58 to LA60 + Govt motion to disagree LA61  

 
*When LA50 (State aid and Office of the Internal Market) is reached, the (Deputy) Speaker will declare in 

accordance with Standing Order No. 78(3) that the Speaker is satisfied that the Lords Amendment imposes a 

charge upon the public revenue such as is required to be authorised by a money resolution of the House and 

that such a charge has not been so authorised; and the Lords Amendment shall be deemed to have been 

disagreed to and shall be so recorded in the Journal.  

 

9.00pm (if the United Kingdom Internal Market Bill: Programme (No.3) motion is agreed to) 

7 December 2020        By order of Mr Speaker  

#InternalMarketBill 

Each motion to disagree is subject to a separate decision.  

Not selected: Govt motion to disagree LA50, because SO No. 78(3) applies. 


